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Abstract

This paper presents the numerical analysis of a low boom supersonic bi-directional flying wing (SBiDir-FW) preliminary design to demonstrate the advantages of the concept. The mission requirements include cruise Mach number of 1.6, cruise altitude around 50kft, payload of 100 passengers, and a range of 4000nm. The gross takeoff weight is about 197kLb. The configuration is a flying wing symmetric about both the longitudinal and span axes. The sweep angle varies from 82° at the very leading edge to 78° at the tip. Two designs with same sweep angles and planform shapes are presented by varying airfoil meanline angle distributions to achieve different overpressure signatures and L/D ratios. The first design D82-78.4 achieves an L/D of 8.16, $C_L$ of 0.54, and the ground sonic boom noise level of 71.7PLdB. The second design D82-78.8 increases the $C_L$ and L/D with $C_L =0.60$ and $L/D = 8.54$, while keeping a low level of ground sonic boom at 71.9PLdB by cruising at a little higher altitude of 52kft. A typical near field overpressure signature has a strong shock wave followed by a strong expansion in the overall process of expansion. The strong shock-expansion is mostly canceled out by themselves during the process of the wave propagation to ground. The designs indicate that the overpressure signature and aerodynamic efficiency are very sensitive and controllable by the variation of meanline angle distributions of the airfoils. This is an important relationship between the geometry parameters and the sonic boom/aerodynamic efficiency so that a design optimization strategy can be developed. All the designs with varied meanline angle distributions in this paper are conducted manually. With the encouraging results achieved so far, it is believed that the NASA’s N+2 and N+3 goal to have ground sonic boom below 70PLdB for a supersonic civil transport is close to reach if a systematic design optimization is conducted.
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1 Introduction

The major challengers of supersonic transports (SST) may be summarized as sonic boom, aerodynamic efficiency, and airport noise.

1.1 Aerodynamic Efficiency

One factor affecting supersonic aerodynamic efficiency is the wave drag. The other factor is the large flight speed disparity between take-off/landing and cruise. At take-off and landing, the low flight speed requires a high aspect ratio (AR) and low wing sweep angle. High-speed cruise however requires the opposite characteristics. A compromise is hence required and it hurts the supersonic cruise efficiency.

The oblique flying wing (scissor wing) is to overcome the speed disparity by rotating the wing up to 60° above a fuselage[1, 2]. However, scissor wing is asymmetric about the flight direction and could have serious stability and control problems[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The feasible maximum Mach number of scissor wing is limited to 1.3-1.4[8]. The other concept to tackle the speed disparity is the variable sweep wing or swing wing as used in F-14. A part of the wing will be rotated forward to reduce sweep angle and increase aspect ratio at low speed. However, it comes with a heavy penalty due to the increased weight of the mechanical and control system. In addition, a delta wing usually has a small wing area and there is not much area that can be used for swing wing. The aspect ratio increase is hence quite limited. Both the scissor wing and swing wing configurations are not adopted by Boeing and Lockheed Martin for their N+2 and N+3 designs[8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

1.2 Airport noise

The high airport community noise of a SST is primarily due to its higher engine jet speed than a subsonic airplane. One reason is that a SST does not use high bypass fan engines to avoid large capture area drag. The thrust hence is primarily generated by the high exhaust jet speed and momentum. The other reason is that a supersonic airplane wing usually has high sweep angle and low aspect ratio, which hurt the low speed performance with significantly reduced L/D, $C_{L_{max}}$, and the slope of $C_L$ vs AoA. It results in high stall speed, large required thrust to accelerate the airplane, and high engine jet speed that generates high airport noise. For example, Concorde’s wing aspect ratio is 1.7, which is one important factor for the high airport noise.

1.3 Sonic boom

Sonic boom appears to be the most challenging problem to overcome for SST design. Sonic boom is the noise that propagates to ground as a N-wave created by the shock waves of a SST. Sonic boom is caused by volume blockage and lift. Airplane lift requires high pressure on the lower surface (pressure surface) and low pressure on the upper surface (suction surface). The high pressure will generate acoustic compression waves or shock waves and the low pressure will generate acoustic expansion waves. Since a compression wave always has a slightly higher wave speed and Mach cone angle than the compression wave immediately upstream, they have the tendency to merge in the mid-field or far-field to form a shock wave. If both the front and tail
compression waves or shock waves coalesce, they become stronger shock waves and appear on the ground as a N-wave.

In general, the longer and smoother the lift is distributed, the slower the overpressure will rise, and the less intense the compression waves will coalesce. The equivalent area theory of Jones-Seebeass-George-Darden (JSGD)[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] is intended to provide a guideline to control the lift and volume distribution to obtain desirable overpressure[12]. It is possible that the compression waves will not coalesce if the overpressure compression is smooth and gradual. In that case, a smooth \textit{Sine} wave shape overpressure signature will be obtained on ground instead of a N-wave.

Currently, there are in general two strategies for boom mitigation. The first is based on the flat-top signature of JSGD theory to implement nose bluntness, which creates a shock distribution with the greatest strength near the aircraft and the shocks are weakened gradually due to interaction with expansion waves from the blunt nose as they travel to the ground. However, this design also induces substantial wave drag since the entropy increase due to the strong shock waves is irreversible. The Boeing’s N+2 design appears to adopt the flat-top overpressure signature strategy[8, 9]. The second strategy is based on the ramp overpressure signature of JSGD theory to use a sharp nose in order to generate weak shocks. In principle, weak shocks are more likely to achieve low wave drag. Darden investigated nose-blunt relaxation as a compromise between the blunt nosed low-boom aircraft and sharp nosed low drag design[18]. The Quiet Spike\textsuperscript{TM} of Gulfstream[19] and Lockheed Martin’s N+2 designs[20, 11] adopt the sharp nose strategy. The aforementioned swing wing and scissor wing are aimed at improving subsonic performance and reducing supersonic wave drag, and are not intended for boom mitigation.

However, the linear equivalent area theory also has a few limitations: 1) The overpressure signature always begins and ends with a shock wave as assumed by Whitham[21] for a supersonic projectile with body of revolution. Such overpressure signature tends to lead to a convex body of revolution such as a conventional fuselage. It may exclude the lifting surface configurations that are aligned with freestream and begin and end with acoustic compression waves instead of shock waves. 2) The complicated wave system propagation in atmosphere from the mid-field to ground is not linear. The “optimum” flat-top and ramp over-pressure signature may not be truly optimum for a realistic aircraft boom mitigation. 3) The linear equivalent area rule does not directly link to a realistic wing-tube configuration. Error in equivalent area matching has unpredictable effect on ground boom signature[22]. It is difficult to specify the required lift distribution with wing-body interference to use linear equivalent area rule. 4) The linear equivalent area theory does not consider drag. Following the optimum mid-field overpressure signature makes it difficult to minimize drag[22].

In 2008, NASA outlined the requirements of N+2 (year 2020-2025) and N+3 (year 2030-2035) goal of supersonic civil transport[23]. The N+2 mission goal includes: the range \( \geq 4000\text{nm}, \) Mach number =1.6-2.0, passenger 25-100. For N+3, the range \( \geq 4000\text{nm}, \) Mach number =1.3-2.0, passenger 100-200. The most challenging requirement for both N+2 and N+3 is the sonic boom noise level (based on linear theory) should be between 65 to 70 dBPL. NASA contracted Boeing [8, 9] and Lockheed Martin [24] to conduct design of N+2 supersonic airplane. Both the designs have good aerodynamic performance, but the sonic boom levels are at about 80-85dBPL[9, 10, 11], still quite distanced from the targeted 65 to 70 dBPL. Welge et al [8, 9] present Boeing’s projected supersonic civil transports up to N+3 in 2040, which indicates that their configurations for the next 3 decades will be mostly the same tube-wing configuration with the difference in the details and refinement.
To satisfy the challenging requirements of future SST, a technology breakthrough that can significantly reduce sonic boom, airport noise, and increase fuel efficiency is needed. Current efforts indicate that even making a small business jet to satisfy the sonic boom requirements is arduous. It would be more difficult to apply the same technology to large supersonic airplane such as for 200-300 passengers.

Zha and his team recently have suggested a new concept of Supersonic Bi-Directional Flying Wing (SBiDir-FW)[25, 26, 27, 28, 29], which has a great potential to mitigate sonic boom and airport noise, improve aerodynamic efficiency, and substantially reduce aircraft weight. The basic concept of the SBiDir-FW is to maximize the length of lift distribution by a diamond shape flying wing to mitigate sonic boom and wave drag. Since SBiDir-FW is a new concept, little prior knowledge on the correlation between the geometry and sonic boom and aerodynamic performance is available. A trade study is conducted in [25] to develop such a correlation. The trade study includes the variation of sweep and dihedral angle, meanline angle distribution, leading and trailing edge thickness, and angle of attack. The trade study concludes that the sweep angle is very effective to increase lift coefficient and L/D. Generally speaking, within the Mach cone, the smaller the sweep angle, the higher the L/D. For example, a design with varying sweep angle from 84° to 68° and cruise Mach number of 1.6 achieves L/D of 10.4, but the sonic boom ground loudness is also high at 95PLdB[25] . When the sweep angle and airfoil thickness are fixed, the streamwise lift distribution is critical to determine the shock strength and far-field compression wave coalescing. An effective means to determine the streamwise lift distribution is to control the airfoil meanline angle distribution. The trade study in [25] shows that the SBiDir-FW configuration can achieve high aerodynamic efficiency without difficulties. Achieving low boom design appears to be much more challenging.

The purpose of this paper is to conduct more detailed analysis of a low boom SBiDir-FW configuration with the sweep angle and planform fixed to study the airfoil meanline angle distribution effect on sonic boom and aerodynamic efficiency. This flying wing has a payload of 100 passengers, a range of 4000nm, and at cruise altitude around 50kft.

2 The Supersonic Bi-Directional Flying Wing Concept

The airplane is a flying wing configuration with a symmetric planform about both the longitudinal and span axes with two flight directions altered by 90°. At subsonic flight, the planform will rotate 90° from the supersonic mode shown in Fig. 1 to the subsonic mode as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the 3D supersonic flight direction and the thin airfoil highlighted to form the flying wing to achieve low wave drag. Fig. 4 shows the subsonic mode after 90° rotation from the supersonic mode also with the subsonic airfoil highlighted. A reversed rotation will be done when the mode is changed from subsonic to supersonic. Since the span is significantly shorter than the length, the subsonic airfoil will be significantly thicker than the supersonic airfoil as shown in Fig. 4 to provide high lift coefficient needed for subsonic flight.

The engines will not be rotated and will be always aligned with the flight direction. The rotating turbomachinery inside the jet engines also provides the gyroscope effect to enhance the engine stability. The yaw moment to rotate the airframe will be generated by ailerons or split-flaps on the two sides of the flying wing. No powered driving system is needed to rotate the airframe and hence the weight penalty can be avoided. The engines can be located at or off the geometric center to shift the center of gravity during different mode of flight as needed.
The pitching and rolling moment will be also generated by ailerons and flaps to achieve tailless flight. The desirable transition mode Mach number is high subsonic such as about 0.8 to avoid the unsteady force introduced by shock waves at supersonic speed.

The feasibility of mode rotation transition is not a question any longer after the demonstration of the award winner “Rotating Dragon” drone in Beijing Air Show on Sept. 25, 2013. Rotating Dragon is designed and made by Chendu Aircraft Company in China and its planform is symmetric about both the longitudinal and span axis with a subsonic cruise Mach number. It can freely rotates 90° in the air. However, only supersonic flight will benefit significantly from the planform rotation. It is not clear if they intend to develop supersonic aircraft as the next step.

After the 90° rotation, the subsonic aspect ratio (AR) will be substantially increased by \((\frac{L}{b})^2\) based on the following relation:

\[
AR_{M<1} = \left(\frac{L}{b}\right)^2 \times AR_{M>1}
\]

where \(L\) is the airplane length and \(b\) is the span in supersonic direction. Moreover, the sweep angle at subsonic will be largely reduced as the following:

\[
\delta_{M<1} = 90° - \delta_{M>1}
\]

To make the flying wing symmetric about both axes, the airfoil stacked is also symmetric as highlighted in Fig. 3 and 4. The symmetric planform will let the trailing edge become leading edge during the rotation and generate lift to stabilize the mode transition. Even though a thin airfoil is used to stack the flying wing in the supersonic direction, sufficient volume can be easily
achieved due to the long length of the flying wing body, which is also the chord of the flying wing airfoil.

![Figure 3: A SBiDir-FW civil transport in supersonic mode flying toward right, supersonic thin airfoil highlighted in the middle.](image)

![Figure 4: A SBiDir-FW civil transport in subsonic mode flying toward right, subsonic thick airfoil highlighted in the middle.](image)

2.1 The Advantages

The SBiDir-FW has the following inherent aerodynamic and structural advantages over conventional wing-tube configurations. Because of them, the design philosophy could be very different from the conventional design.

2.1.1 Ultra Slenderness at Supersonic Mode

Comparing a diamond wing as sketched in Fig. 1 with a conventional delta wing with the same sweep angle and planform area, a diamond wing will have an aspect ratio half of that of the delta wing, a length $\sqrt{2}$ time longer and a wing span $\sqrt{2}/2$ time shorter. Comparing a SBiDir-FW with a conventional SST with the same length, the lift distribution length for SBiDir-FW is the whole airplane, whereas, a conventional SST’s fuselage generates little lift and thus the lift distribution will be focused only on the wing portion. In fact, the supersonic zero span wing section of a SBiDir-FW, which has the longest chord and is equivalent to the “fuselage” of a conventional wing-tube configuration, generates the most lift and is crucial to determine the lift distribution for sonic boom.

The high slenderness and long lift distributing length are all beneficial to reduce shock strength, mitigate coalescing of compression waves in the mid-field, and ultimately minimize the sonic boom and wave drag. Thanks to supersonic aerodynamics characteristics that disturbance only propagates downstream, a small aspect ratio brings little induced drag penalty. The SBiDir-FW concept is particular suitable for the airplane carrying a large number of passengers such as 200-300. The longer the length, the thinner the airfoil thickness $(t/c)_{\text{max}}$ will be since the headroom for large or small airplane is about the same.

In addition, since the whole airframe is a lifting surface, it can be designed to have acoustic compression waves at the leading and trailing edge of the aircraft instead of shock waves of the conventional configurations. The advantages of acoustic compression waves are two folds: 1) Acoustic compression waves have slower wave speed than shock waves. It is thus more likely not
to coalesce in the mid-field than shock waves if the overpressure rise is not too high; 2) Acoustic compression waves are nearly isentropic and thus have smaller wave drag than shock waves.

2.1.2 High Aspect Ratio at Subsonic Mode

As indicated by Eq. (1) and (2), the smaller the supersonic aspect ratio, the higher the subsonic aspect ratio; the larger the supersonic sweep angle, the smaller the subsonic sweep angle. The conflict of subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic performance of conventional tube-wing configuration could be hence removed by rotating the airplane 90°. Designers can thus favor the supersonic aerodynamic performance as much as they like and do not have to compromise for subsonic performance. High supersonic aerodynamic performance could be naturally translated to high subsonic performance. Conventional supersonic wing-tube configurations usually do not use aspect ratio smaller than 1.5. Otherwise, it will be very difficult to takeoff and land at low speed. For SBiDir-FW, a typical supersonic aspect ratio is about 0.4, which translates to subsonic aspect ratio over 10-14, comparable to Boeing 787’s aspect ratio of 11.2. It is also substantially greater than swing wing’s maximum aspect ratio that is typically less than 6.5. At takeoff, the high subsonic aspect ratio could provide SBiDir-FW with higher L/D, higher maximum lift coefficient, lower stall velocity, lower required thrust, lower engine jet velocity, and hence lower airport noise than conventional SST. The upper surface mounted engines have the advantage that the jet noise is radiated mostly upward due to the shielding effect of the airframe body. With the high aspect ratio and upper mounted engines, the airport noise of a SBiDir-FW is expected to be significantly lower than a conventional wing-tube SST configuration.

2.1.3 Large Weight Reduction

Since a flying wing configuration uses the whole body area as lifting surface, it minimizes the volume, area and weight. Eq. (3) is an empirical wing weight formulation extracted from various different airplanes by Staton in late 1960s [30, 31, 32]. This weight estimation model is validated with the Concorde empty weight and good agreement is obtained.

\[
W_{\text{wing}} = \frac{1}{2}C_{1}C_{2}C_{3}W_{\text{d}}C_{4}r^{C_{5}}S_{W}A^{C_{7}}(t/c)^{C_{8}}(C_{9} + \lambda)^{C_{10}}(\cos\Lambda)^{C_{11}}S_{f}^{C_{12}}q^{C_{13}}W_{f}^{C_{14}}
\]

To save space, only two of the parameters in Eq. (3) that distinguish a SBiDir-FW from a conventional supersonic airplane configuration are discussed herein. The first is \(A\), the aspect ratio, with the coefficient \(C_{7} = 0.5\). The other is \(\Lambda\), the sweep angle of the maximum thickness line, with the coefficient \(C_{11} = -1\). For a conventional SST, a typical value of \(A\) is about 2 and \(\Lambda\) is about 60°. For a SBiDir-FW, a typical value of \(A\) is about 0.4 and \(\Lambda\) is always 0°. If assuming all other parameters are the same, the weight of a conventional SST wing will be 2.23 times greater than that of a SBiDir-FW due to the aspect ratio difference, and 2 times greater due to the maximum thickness line sweep angle. All together, the conventional wing weight will be 4.46 times greater if the wing planform areas are the same. Assuming opening passenger doors will increase weight by 20%, and pressurizing the cabin will increase weight by another 20%. The weight reduction of SBiDir-FW is still at the order of 68%. Eq. (3) is empirical and the quantitative results may be not precise, but the dictated relationship among the parameters is believed to be correct. Furthermore, a SBiDir-FW configuration removes the fuselage, which is another very significant weight reduction. The reduced weight will decrease fuel consumption and benefit sonic boom mitigation since the lift will be lower.
2.1.4 Applicable to Hypersonic Vehicles

The same principle and advantages of SBiDir-FW also apply to hypersonic flight such as one-stage to orbit reusable vehicles to have low wave drag at hypersonic and high lift and controllability at take-off/landing at regular airports.

3 Mission Requirement

To implement realistic constraints for this conceptual design using SBiDir-FW, the mission requirement include cruise Mach number of 1.6, pay load of 100 passenger with standard luggage, and range of 4000nm. The text book Design of Aircraft by Corke [32] provides an excellent aircraft conceptual design methodology, which is adopted for the SBiDir design. A FORTRAN code was written based on this methodology in order to facilitate the design iterations.

To maximize the benefit of SBiDir-FW concept, a length of 100m is selected so that we can use thin airfoil with the thickness less than 3%, which will give sufficient headroom space and volume to hold passengers and fuel. It turns out that the volume is in general easy to achieve due to the inherent advantage of flying wing. Once the sweep and dihedral angles distributions are specified, the planform area is determined. When the complete SBIDir-FW geometry is determined and CFD analysis is completed, the coefficients of lift, drag, moment and the ratio of lift to drag are available. With all these geometry and aerodynamic performance parameters including engine fuel consumption, structure factor, and flight altitude as the input to the mission analysis code, an estimate of the aircraft weight at different flight stages is iterated by using standard estimates of the weight of passengers and crew, luggage, cockpit, engines, and other components. The range is one of the output results from the mission analysis.

In this design, the SBiDir configuration is expected to provide a very low wing loading, and thus short take-off and landing distances are expected. To choose the propulsion system, a computation of the overall aircraft drag is performed to ensure that the plane has sufficient thrust, and then engines that meet the thrust requirements are sized based on a reference engine.

4 Geometry Model

A geometry model is crucial to provide the required controllability to achieve loading distribution to minimize shock strength. In this research, an advanced geometry model is developed following the strategy for transonic and supersonic aircraft engine compressor/fan blades[33].

The wing is created by stacking a series of airfoil in spanwise direction along leading edge. A leading edge sweep and dihedral angle distribution can be specified at any leading edge point to determine the flying wing planform and aspect ratio. The airfoil is symmetric about the 50% chord location where the maximum thickness is located. Once the planform is determined, the most important step is to generate the meanline angle distribution of each airfoil, which will determine the actual meanline curves using a spline technique. Then the airfoil is formed by adding the thickness circles along the airfoil meanlines. The geometry model allows designers to freely adjust the meanline angel distribution to control the incidence angle, flow turning, loading distribution along the chord, and local expansion and shock waves. The airfoil thickness distribution from the leading edge to the maximum thickness is determined by a quarter-sine
wave distribution. The leading and trailing edge thickness are also required design parameters.

The meanline angle distribution adjustment and iteration is based on the airfoil surface isentropic Mach number distributions predicted by CFD, which shows the flow incidence, shock location, and shock strength. The design principle is to give the airfoil a small incidence to generate acoustic compression at the LE and a favorable flow turning distribution on the airfoil mid-chord that minimizes the peak Mach number and shock strength. A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed using Java to allow designers directly adjust the meanline angle distributions point by point using mouse click. All the designs are done manually so far to understand the physics and the relationship of sonic boom and aerodynamic efficiency with the design parameters.

5 Numerical Approach

The in house high order accuracy CFD code FASIP, which is intensively validated with various 2D and 3D steady and unsteady flows including sonic boom cases of bodies of revolution (NASA, Lockheed Martin) and NASA’s delta wing configuration provided by the 2014 AIAA Sonic Boom Work Shop [25, 34, 26, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39], is utilized for the CFD analysis. To accurately capture shock waves and sonic boom, high order shock capturing schemes, including 3rd order MUSCL scheme[40], 3rd, 5th and 7th order WENO schemes and a finite compact scheme combining a shock detector and 6th order Padé scheme, are utilized in the code[37, 38, 39, 41]. A set of 4th order and 6th order central differencing schemes are devised to match the same stencil width of the WENO schemes for the viscous terms[42, 43]. The Roe’s scheme [44] and a low diffusion E-CUSP scheme developed by Zha et al[45] are used as the approximate Riemann solver with all the different shock capturing schemes. For turbulent simulations, FASIP has implemented Detached Eddy Simulation (DES)[46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52], Large Eddy Simulation (LES)[43, 53], and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)[54, 42, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. An implicit 2nd order time accurate scheme with pseudo time and unfactored Gauss-Seidel line relaxation is employed for time marching. The MPI parallel computing is utilized and a high scalability is achieved[61].

The Euler inviscid solver, which is validated with accurate prediction of sonic boom, is used for design iterations at supersonic mode. The Euler solver also predicts lift and pressure drag accurately. The only drag missing from an Euler solver is the supersonic surface friction drag. Winter and Smith [62] conducted rigorous experimental study of supersonic friction drag for delta wings, which has the airfoil maximum thickness of 8.3%, Mach number from 1.5 to 2.6 and angle of attack (AoA) up to 10°. The delta wing is tapered and twisted. His conclusion is that despite the wide variations in skin friction on the wing surface, the total skin-friction drag is probably only some 5 to 10 per cent less than that on a flat plate due to the adverse pressure gradient. The drag shows little variation with incidence.

Since the SBiDir-FW configurations simulated in this initial research do not include the propulsion systems, and the ranges of Mach number, sweep angle, AoA and airfoil thickness are all within the same range of Winter-Smith experiment[62], we hence adopt the flat plate surface friction coefficient modified for different altitude as the surface friction coefficient of SBiDir, which is on the conservative side of the drag estimate. The utilization of flat plate surface friction coefficient for SBiDir-FW design iteration not only saves tremendous CPU time of CFD simulation, it is also more reliable than the friction prediction from Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers[63], which often have difficulty in accurately predicting drag. The same
way using flat plate friction coefficient for supersonic wing is also adopted by Seebass[64].

The viscous Navier-Stokes solver is used to predict the lift, drag (with both pressure and friction drag) and moments for the subsonic mode of SBIr-FW, which has thick airfoil and flow separation. A flat plate friction coefficient would not be as accurate as for supersonic mode with thickness less than 3% and no flow separation.

The far field sonic boom propagation to ground is simulated using the the NASA sBOOM code, which has been intensively validated for sonic boom propagation[65].

6 Results

6.1 Low Boom Design

6.1.1 Overall Performance and configuration

The Design D82-78.4 achieves an excellent aerodynamic performance of $L/D = 8.16$ and a very low sonic boom of 71.7 PLdB at cruise altitude of 50000ft as shown in Table 1. Fig. 5 is the surface Mach number contours of the flying wing showing the overall configuration in supersonic flight mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Mach</th>
<th>Alt(ft)</th>
<th>$W_{TO}$(Lb)</th>
<th>EW(Lb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4000nm</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>196,543</td>
<td>95,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length(m)</td>
<td>Span(m)</td>
<td>Area($m^2$)</td>
<td>Volume($m^3$)</td>
<td>AR($M &lt; 1$)</td>
<td>AR($M &gt; 1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>13.074</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_L$</td>
<td>$C_D$</td>
<td>$C_L/C_D$</td>
<td>$C_M$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05410</td>
<td>0.00663</td>
<td>8.15988</td>
<td>-0.00102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude(ft)</td>
<td>48000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>52000</td>
<td>56000</td>
<td>60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Boom PLdB</td>
<td>72.58</td>
<td>71.71</td>
<td>70.93</td>
<td>67.75</td>
<td>66.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A variable sweep from 82° to 78° as indicated in Fig. 6 is utilized to have a supersonic aspect ratio of 0.356, which translates to a subsonic aspect ratio of 13.1. The cruise angle of attack (AoA) is 3°. The thickness of the 0% span airfoil is 2.2% and the airfoil thickness is decreased toward outerspan (see Fig. 6). With the length of 100m, it gives 2.2m height in most of the passenger cabin area. Fig. 7 shows the supersonic airfoils (left) from zero span to 90% span. It can be seen that all the airfoils are symmetric about the 50% chord point that is the span axis. On the right of Fig. 7 is the subsonic airfoils, which again are symmetric about the 50% chord point that is the longitudinal axis. Fig. 8 is the cabin assembly for 100 passengers including lavatories and crew cabin in the middle. The pink area is the seating area with minimum height of 1.8m. The configuration provides a total volume of $650m^3$. The volume excluding the cabin is far greater than needed for fuel storage. The gross weight is 196,543Lb with an empty weight of 95,833Lb.

6.1.2 Mesh

The mesh for the CFD Euler calculation is constructed using the H-mesh topology in order to achieve high quality around the sharp LE and TE of the airfoils. Half of the spanwise configura-
tion is calculated due to the symmetric geometry. The mesh is inclined at the Mach cone angle and is refined on the body of the airplane as shown in Fig. 9. The far field boundary is located at $2.5C \times 5.5C \times 3C$ as indicated in Fig. 9, where $C$ stands for the flying wing body length. Fig. 10 displays the zoomed mesh around the airplane body showing the local refinement to resolve the shock waves at the leading edge, trailing edge and on airfoil surface at about 2/3 chord location, where an oblique shock wave will emanate. The mesh does not only has the local refinement in the streamwise direction, it is also refined on the wing surface in the spanwise direction as shown on the right of Fig.10 to resolve a shock wave emanating from the wing tip. The mesh uses a total of 385 points in the streamwise direction, 129 in the spanwise direction, and 197 points in the direction normal to the wing surface. Total mesh size is 9.7 million points. Mesh refinement study indicates that the solution is converged based on mesh size.

6.1.3 Flow Field and Sonic Boom

The trade study in [25] indicates that meanline angle distribution is very important to control the loading distribution along the streamwise direction, which significantly affects the shock strength and sonic boom. The basic low boom design strategy is to weaken the surface shock waves in order to provide a favorable near field over-pressure signature, which will further reduce the ground sonic boom level. The meanline angle variation from LE to TE represents how much the flow is turned by the airfoil, which determines the streamwise lift and loading distribution of the airfoil.

Fig. 11 shows the meanline angle distributions at different span. At the inner span from 0 to 25%, the meanline angle is non-monotonic. The airfoils have a rapid turning in the first 20% of the airfoil, then experience a reversed cambering from 20% to 80% chord to minimize the peak Mach number and shock strength, and have the same turning as the first 20% chord at the last 20% chord.

The meanline angle is symmetric about 50% chord to satisfy the symmetry requirement of
SbiDir-FW planform. At the span outside 25%, the reversed cambering in the middle of the airfoil is reduced to about zero turning. The overall turning, i.e., loading, is reduced toward the outer span to the tip.

The 0% span airfoil has the role of the fuselage of a conventional airplane to hold the passengers. However, a large difference form the conventional supersonic airplane is that the zero span sustains most of the total lift of the flying wing since it is the longest and thickest airfoil, whereas a conventional fuselage generates little lift. The inner span has the longest chord length and is critical to determine the compression wave coalescing in the mid-field.

As displayed in Fig. 7, the supersonic airfoils at different span locations of the flying wing reflect the non-monotonic meanline meanline angle distributions. The airfoils have the general features with the leading edge up to 20% chord drooped down to accommodate the upward flow angle due to front compression wave with favorable incidence. The airfoils have large cambering and therefore large loading in the first 20% of the chord. The middle of the airfoils have either reversed cambering or little cambering as shown in Fig. 11 to reduce the peak Mach number and shock strength. Due to the symmetry requirement, the airfoils also have high loading at the last 20% of the chord.

Fig. 12 and 13 are the surface isentropic Mach number distribution at different span location. The 0% span airfoil has near zero incidence. The incidence is defined as the angle between the flow direction and the leading edge meanline tangential direction. Fig. 12 shows that the loading distribution is fairly uniform from the leading edge to the trailing edge at zero span. Such a loading distribution is favorable to mitigate the coalesce of compression wave that forms the shock wave in the far field. The incidence is increased toward the outer span due to the up wash of the flow.

Fig. 14 is the overpressure signature two body below of the flying wing calculated by the CFD. The front compression wave is smooth attributed to the even loading distribution shown in Fig. 12. The front compression is followed by a “flat-top” over pressure, which is obtained by the light loading in the middle of the airfoil. Followed the flat-top is a sharp expansion, which is interrupted by a strong shock wave near the end of the expansion. Immediately following the shock is another strong expansion, and then a weaker shock, and a weaker expansion. The pressure finally goes through a near “flat-bottom” and a gradual compression returning back to the ambient pressure.

Such a near field signature produces the ground overpressure signature shown in Fig. 15 calculated by the NASA sBOOM code[65]. Fig. 15 plots several altitudes from 46kft to 60kft. The ground signatures are fairly smooth and remain the flat-top wave shapes of the near field except with a small sharp tail at the beginning of the rear overpressure plateau. The ground overpressure signature are definitely not N-waves. The strong shock-expansion waves in the near field are canceled out when the overpressure signature propagates to the ground. As a result, the ground overpressure signatures do look like the desired flat-top wave shapes of JSGD theory, whereas the near field overpressure does not look like that due to the nonlinearity.

As shown in Table 1, the ground boom loudness begins with a low value of 72.6PLdB at cruise altitude of 48kft and is decayed to 66PLdB at the altitude of 60kft. The design cruise altitude is 50kft, which generates the sonic boom noise level of 71.7PLdB. If the range is reduced so that the same airplane can fly at 60kft, a really quiet sonic boom of 66PLdB is achieved.

Fig. 16 and 17 are the Mach contours at different span location showing the wave structures. Similar to the conclusion from Fig. 12, 13 and 14, the front shock is degraded to an isentropic
compression wave due to the very high sweep angle at leading edge and low incidence. This phenomenon is verified by CFD mesh refinement. After the initial compression wave, the flow experiences expansion on the suction surface and compression on the pressure surface. The expansion on suction surface is interrupted by an oblique shock to restore the pressure to ambient value. This is a typical shock wave structures for SBiDir-FW configuration. In other words, the strong shock is in the middle of the airplane instead of at the leading edge and trailing edge. The shock propagates circumferentially to pressure surface.

Fig. 18 is the Mach number contours on the suction surface and pressure surface. On the suction surface, the shock initiates from the wing tip and propagates toward the center span with decreasing shock strength.

On the pressure surface, there are strong expansion waves followed by a shock wave as reflected in the near field over pressure signature in Fig. 14. The contours indicates that flow does experience a strong shock, immediately followed by a strong expansion wave, and another weaker shock and weaker expansion as shown in the near field overpressure in Fig. 14. These shock-expansion tend to be canceled by themselves when propagating to ground as shown in Fig. 15.

6.2 Increased L/D

This section presents the second design, D82-78.8, which is intended to increase the L/D by modifying the meanline angle distribution while keeping the sweep angle and planform shape of D82-78.4 unchanged. Fig. 19 shows the meanline angle distributions of D82-78.8 at different span. Except the zero span, all the airfoil leading edge meanline angles are increased to enhance the overall loading (lift). Furthermore, the front and rear chord are more loaded by moving the turning points from 25%chord to 15%chord with a sharp turning instead of smooth turning. A slight reversed cambering is also introduced for most of the outer span sections to mitigate the peak Mach number and shock strength. Fig. 20 shows the supersonic airfoil shapes at different span for D82-78.8. Except the zero span, the airfoil toward the outer span has more bending, thus more lift loading, near leading and trailing edge than the D82-78.4. The middle part of the airfoils are lightly loaded to mitigate the shock strength.

Table 2 gives the overall performance of D82-78.8. The lift coefficient is increased from 0.054 to 0.06, an 11% improvement. The L/D is increased from 8.16 to 8.54, an 4.6% improvement. It is a significant aerodynamic performance improvement. The decreased weight due to higher L/D and increased lift makes the airplane able to fly at a higher altitude of 52kft. Table 2 indicates that at a low cruise altitude of 48kft, the ground sonic boom is higher than that of D82-78.4. However, at the designed altitude of 52kft, the boom loudness is significantly dissipated to 72PLdB, which is at a similar level of D82-78.4 at altitude of 50kft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: D82-78.8 performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length(m)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude(ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise(PLdB,100m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 21 is the chordwise isotropic Mach number distribution at different span locations. Since most of the leading edge metaline angle are higher than those of D82-78.4 except at zero span, the incidences are smaller for most of the span locations. Fig. 22 is the comparison of overpressure at the 2-body length below the airplane. The D82-78.8 has a slightly faster pressure rise in the front than D82-78.4. The flat-top is not maintained. The strong shock/expansion in the middle of the expansion wave still exists. The rear pressure plateau in general has a reversed shape of the front pressure plateau due to the symmetry of the geometry.

Fig. 23 is the ground overpressure signature propagated from different altitude. It shows that no N-waves are formed and the peak overpressure is dissipated with higher altitude. Fig. 24 compares the boom loudness of D82-78.4 and D82-78.8. From altitude 48kft to 60kft, the ground boom loudness decays by about 6PLdB for both the designs. The D82-78.4 has its boom noise dissipating faster at high altitude and D82-78.8 dissipates faster at lower altitude. This makes D82-78.8 cruising at 52kft have about the same boom level as D82-78.8 cruising at 50kft with about 72PLdB.

Fig. 25 and 26 are the Mach contours at different span location for D82-78.8. Again, there is no leading edge shock as the case of D82-78.4. Compared with the Mach contours of D82-78.4 in Fig. 16 and 17, two clear differences can be seen: The first is that the compression (green color) of D82-78.8 on the pressure surface starts after the front bending of the airfoil, whereas the D82-78.4 starts the compression immediately at the leading edge and the compression is longer and more uniform. D82-78.4 hence results in the flat-top near field overpressure signature. The second difference is that the expansion (red color) of D82-78.8 on the upper surface is significantly stronger with larger area. It indicates that D82-78.4 has higher overall speed on suction and hence greater lift. These differences are consistent with the metaline angle distributions that the D82-78.8 has smaller incidence and hence less compression at the very leading edge. However, since the overall metaline turning angles are greater, it has more expansion on suction surface.

Fig. 27 is the Mach number contours on the suction surface and pressure surface. On the suction surface, the shock initiates from the wing tip and propagates toward the center span with decreasing shock strength. Similar to the case of D82-78.4, the shock is immediately followed by expansion waves. The same wave system is propagated to the pressure surface.

7 Conclusions

This paper demonstrates that a supersonic bi-directional flying wing (SBiDir-FW) can achieve low sonic boom and excellent aerodynamic efficiency. Two designs with the same sweep angle and planform but different metaline angle distributions are presented. The mission requirements include cruise Mach number of 1.6, cruise altitude of around 50kft, payload of 100 passengers, and a range of 4000nm. The gross takeoff weight is about 197kLb. The configuration is a flying wing symmetric about both the longitudinal and span axes. The ultra-slenderness of the SBiDir-FW with the whole body being a wing significantly benefits the design to achieve smooth streamwise lift distribution in order to mitigate sonic boom. The empty structure weight is significantly reduced compared with conventional wing-tube configurations due to the very low supersonic aspect ratio and zero sweep angle of the maximum thickness line. The sweep angle varies from 82° at the very leading edge to 78° at the tip. The designs are intended to only change airfoil metaline angle distribution to achieve different overpressure signature and L/D.

Based on validated numerical simulation, the first design D82-78.4 achieves an L/D of 8.16,
$C_L$ of 0.54, and the ground sonic boom noise level of 71.7PLdB. The second design D82-78.8 increases the overall turning by increasing leading edge meanline angles for the outer span. The $C_L$ and L/D are increased to $C_L = 0.60$ and $L/D = 8.54$, while still keeping a low level of ground sonic boom at 71.9PLdB by cruising at a higher altitude of 52kft. The D82-78.4 has a flat-top near field overpressure signature due to the lower incidence and the compression starting right at the leading edge. The overall ground boom of D82-78.4 is lower than that of the D82-78.8. The ground boom loudness of D82-78.4 begins with 72.5PLdB at cruise altitude of 48kft and is decayed to 66PLdB at cruise altitude of 60kft. The D82-78.8 has higher ground boom loudness at 48kft, but the boom decays faster at low altitude and makes it suitable to fly at 52kft.

A typical near field overpressure signature has a strong shock wave followed by a strong expansion in the overall process of expansion. The strong shock-expansion is mostly canceled out during the process of the wave propagation to ground. The designs indicate that the overpressure signature and aerodynamic efficiency are sensitive to the variation of meanline angle distributions of the airfoils. This is an important relationship between the geometry parameters and sonic boom/aerodynamic efficiency so that a design optimization strategy can be developed.

The SBiDir-FW configurations can achieve very high L/D (e.g. $\geq 10$) fairly straightforwardly by slightly decreasing the sweep angle. But the boom is also increased significantly. This paper does not present any effort on the very high L/D design. All the designs with varied meanline angle distributions are conducted by hand in this paper. It helps greatly to understand the physics, but is also very limited to find the optimum that needs to vary a large number of design parameters. With the encouraging results achieved so far, it is believed that the NASA’s N+2 and N+3 goal to have ground sonic boom below 70PLdB for a supersonic civil transport is not far from reach if a systematic design optimization is conducted.
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Figure 6: D82-78.4 spanwise distribution of leading edge sweep angle (left) and maximum thickness (right).

Figure 7: D82-78.4 symmetric supersonic airfoil shape (left) and subsonic airfoil shape (right).
Figure 8: D82-78.4 cabin assembly for 100 passengers including lavatories and crew cabin in the middle.

Figure 9: The mesh from side view (left) and the mesh at far field boundaries (right).
Figure 10: SBiDir mesh topology, streamwise plane (left), suction surface (right), Mesh size: $385 \times 129 \times 197 = 9.7M$.

Figure 11: Meanline angle distribution of D82-78.4.
Figure 12: Surface isentropic Mach number distributions from 0 span to 50% span.

Figure 13: Surface isentropic Mach number distributions from 75% to 99% span.

Figure 14: Overpressure two body length below, $\phi = 0^\circ$.

Figure 15: Ground overpressure sonic boom signature.
Figure 16: Mach number contours at 0 and 25% span.

Figure 17: Mach number contours at 50%, 75% and 90% span.
Figure 18: Suction (upper) and pressure (lower) surface isentropic Mach number contours.

Figure 19: Meanline angle distribution of D82-78.8.

Figure 20: Supersonic airfoil shape at different span of D82-78.8.
Figure 21: Chordwise isentropic Mach number distributions at different span of D82-78.8.

Figure 22: Overpressure two body length below for D82-78.8, $\phi = 0^\circ$.

Figure 23: Ground overpressure sonic boom signature of D82-78.8.

Figure 24: Comparison of ground sonic boom loudness for D82-78.4 and D82-78.8.
Figure 25: Mach number contours at 0 and 25% span.

Figure 26: Mach number contours at 50%, 75% and 90% span.
Figure 27: Suction (upper) and pressure (lower) surface isentropic Mach number contours.
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